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1. INTRODUCTION 
The present paper attempts to extend the control problems of Angel1 and 
Kleinman [l] to the exterior Robin problem. We consider an infinite 
cylinder of general cross section as a radiating structure. For a given 
combination of Dirichlet and Neumann data on the curve there is associated 
a radiated far field. We want to maximize the power flux of the far field in a 
specified angular section by controlling the boundary data. In the case of 
Dirichlet data, Angel1 and Kleinman [ 1 ] proved the existence of a solution 
and formulated this control problem as an eigenvalue problem, which then 
was numerically solved by Galerkin’s method. In our case, we get a 
nonlinear control problem, which we also solve by Galerkin’s method. The 
exact statement of the problem is given in Section 2. In Section 3 we prove 
the existence of an optimal control in any closed convex bounded set in L2, 
respectively, L”O. The formulation of Galerkin’s approximations and 
convergence proofs are given in Section 4. Thanks are due to T. Angell, for 
his fruitful discussions! 
2. STATEMENT OF THE PROBLEM 
Let R be a bounded domain in IR2, let r be the boundary of R and RC be 
the complementary region of fi (the closure of a). Let the boundary be 
piecewise C2 which implies that the unit normal n(x) exists a.e. on r, and we 
shall assume that this is directed into 0’. Choose the origin of a rectangular 
coordinate system in the interior of R. The exterior Robin problem consists 
of finding a function u, such that the following equations are fulfilled: 
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(i) (V’ + P)u = 0 in P, 
(ii) au/&z + hu = g on r, 
(iii) au/& - iku = 0( l/h), r = 1 ( x uniformly in all directions, where 
k is real and positive. 
For given g E C(T) and real h E C(T), this problem has a unique solution, 
where C(T) denotes the class of continuous functions on the boundary (see 
Leis [2], Vekua [3]). One can solve this problem by an integral equation 
method looking for a solution in the form u(x) = Jr G(x, y) 4(y) ds,, where $ 
is a continuous boundary layer and G is of the form 
G(x,y)=+j”(kix-yl) 
+ : a,Hz’(k 1x1) HE’(k I y 1) cos(m arg x) cos(m arg y) 
m=o 
+ 2 b,#‘(k 1x1) Hz’(k 1 yl) sin@ arg x) sin@ arg y). 
m=l 
In this representation (I,,,, b, # 0 are arbitrary real numbers, H’,” are Hankel 
functions of the first kind, and at-g y denotes the argument of y: 
y = I y I ,i arg y. 
One gets an integral equation for 4 of the form 
4(x) + I, $ G(x, Y> 4(v) ds, + h(x) j G(x, Y) 4(y) ds, = g(x), 
x r 
x E I-, (1) 
or 
4 + K, 4 + a@, Kzd) = g, 
where KIti = .fr W&J % Y) 4(y) ds, and K2tW) = Jr WY Y) d(y) ds, 
and a@, k)(x) = h(x) k(x). 
It is well known, that Ki: C(T) --f C(T) are compact operators for i = 1,2 
and u: C(T) x C(T) --f C(T) is bilinear and bounded. 
Ursell [4] and Jones [5] used this approach and proved for the exterior 
Neumann problem unique solvability of the integral equation for all values 
of k, which are not eigenvalues of the corresponding interior Dirichlet 
problem. Moreover, if k, <k, < ... denote the ordered eigenvalues, the 
integral equation has a unique solution for 0 < k < kL with L = 
min(M, , M2) + 2. It is not difficult to extend their proof to the Robin 
problem; therefore, we have unique solvability for (1) for values of k in an 
interval (0, kL) and for all values of k, which are not eigenvalues. In the 
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following, we will assume that k is not an eigenvalue outside the interval 
(0, k,). The asymptotic expansion 
fC’(4 = d& e itr-(iZ)m-(n/4)) + 0 + 
( 1 
and the addition theorem 
Hb”(k Ix - ~1) = fr J,(k 1 y 1) cos m(arg x - arg y) 
m=o 
(see Magnus et al. [6]) implies the far field 
u(x) = G Fqqe) t 
where 8 = arg x and 
expansion: 
O& ( 1 
e-W4)i 
4W) = dm i g: epi’“‘2’m jr J& I Y I> ~0s No - arg Y> Q(Y) ds, 
+ : e-i(n/2)m 
a,,, co@4 fCi’(k 1~1) co@ arg Y) $0) ds, 
m=o I r 
MI 
+ c e-i(m’2)m 
b, sin(&) 1 Hi’(k I y I) sin@ arg y) $(y) ds, . 
??I=1 I- I 
From the smoothness of the kernels it is easily seen that F: C(T) + C(0, 2~) 
is a compact operator. Therefore, the far field radiated power is given in 
polar coordinates as 
Q(4) = i”, I’ 
r=R 
lu(r, O>l’ de=j.2n IFqW>l’d~. 
0 
If @ is a measurable subset of the unit circle and a it’s characteristic 
function, then Q,(4) := j? a(e) lF$(B)/’ d@ denotes the far field power flux 
through @. 
The optimization problem is now to find boundary data (g*, h*) of a 
given subset such that the solution #* of q5 + K, Q + a(/~*, K,$) = g* is an 
absolute maximum of Q, over all such solutions (4, g, h) of (1). 
It is advantageous for existence results to look for generalized solutions of 
the optimization problem. It is well known that the operators K, and K, are 
’ J,,, are Bessel functions and C’,zO a, = fa, + z,,“=, a,. 
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also compact in L’(T) ( see, for example, Jorgens [7]). If we choose 
h E L”O(T), the equation Q + K,$ + a(h, K,$) = g makes sense in L2(r). 
Because the spectrum does not differ from that in C(T), this equation is 
uniquely solvable for all g E L’(T), real h E L”O(T), and for all values of k 
which are sufficiently small or are not eigenvalues of the interior Dirichlet 
problem. 
Our optimization problem is to seek a triple ($*, g*, h*) which maximizes 
Q, over M:= ((4, g,h)EL’(F)x UX VI#+K,$ta(h,K,$)=gt where 
CJ and V are subsets of L’(T) and L”O(T) to be specified later. 
LEMMA 2.1. Q,: L’(F) + IR is weakly continuous. 
Proof This is trivial, because F is compact in L2(F) and v/+ 
j? a(e) 1 ~(a2 de is a continuous function L’(O, 271) + IR. If we define 
H=,!,‘(T) and Z?=L”O(F), we have the following functional analytic 
situation: 
P> 
Maximize Q, : H -+ R subject to 
(d,g,h)EHxUxVand4tK,$+a(h,K,#)=g 
(2) 
where Ki: H -+ H are compact operators in the Hilbert space H, a: 
fi x H + H is bilinear and bounded and Q,: H + II? is a weakly continuous 
mapping. Here (A, A) is a dual system, in our case (La‘(F), L’(F)). Our 
assumption ,on U and V will be that U and V are weakly compact subsets of 
H and fl. 
3. EXISTENCE OF AN OPTIMAL CONTROL 
We can now prove the following main auxiliary result: 
LEMMA 3.1. The solution operator (g, h) + 4 of the equation 4 t K, 4 t 
a(h, K2$) = g is strongly continuous, weakly continuous, and maps bounded 
sets into bounded sets on the domain H x H’. Here Ht is a weakly closed 
subset of I? (with respect to (I?, I?)) such that Eq. (2) is uniquely soloable for 
allgEHandhEH+. 
Remark. We shall ultimately take H+ = {h E L”O(F): h real}. 
Proof. First we shall prove boundedness of the operator. Assume the 
operator is not bounded. Then there exists a sequence (#J,, g,, h,) E 
H x H x H+ with ]]#,I] + co and bounded (g,, h,), which solves Eq. (2). 
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We define w n := #,,//I #,I\ and look at Eq. (1) divided by 114, //: 
(3) 
Since (w,, g,, h,) is bounded, there exist subsequences (w,, g,, h,) - 
(w, g, h) where (w, g, h) E H x H X H+. It then follows that 
a@,, K, w,> - 4k K, w> = a@,, , K, Y,, - K, w> + a@, - h, K, w). 
The first term on the right hand side converges strongly to 0, because of 
and of the compactness of K,. The second term converges weakly to 0, 
because f -+ a(f; K, w) is linear and bounded. 
From Eq. (3) it now follows that w + K, w + u(h, K, y) = 0, and because 
of the unique solvability of (2), y = 0. 
Since K, II/,, converges strongly to K, v = 0 and u(h,, K, y,,) strongly to 0, 
it follows from Eq. (3), that w,, converges strongly to 0. But this is 
impossible because 1) v/” /I = 1. 
The proof of the continuity properties is now quite simple and uses similar 
arguments as above. 
The existence of an optimal control (g*, A*) now follows: 
THEOREM 3.1. With the assumption on U, V, Q,, K,, K, and a given 
above, there exists a triple (#*, g*, h*) E h4, which maximizes Q, on M. 
Proof Let (#,, g,, h,) be a sequence of M with Q,(#,) + sup, Q,. Since 
(g,, h,) E U x V and U x V is weakly compact, there exists a subsequence 
(g,, h,) - (g*, h*) E U x V. From Lemma 3.1 the boundedness of (4,) 
follows and therefore 4, - (a* for some subsequence (41,). The solution 
operator of Eq. (2) is weakly continuous. Therefore ((*, g*, h*) E M and 
Q&J --t Q,<$*>. H ence Q,(#*) = supM Q,, and (@*, g*, h*) is a solution of 
problem (P). 
4. APPROXIMATIONS OF OPTIMAL SOLUTIONS 
In this section, we discuss the general Galerkin approximation of 
problem (P). Let H, c H be closed subspaces, such that UneiR H, is dense in 
H and let U,,, V, be closed subsets of U and V, such that UnPN U,,, UncN V,, 
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are dense in U and V. Let P,: H + H, be a projector with P,x+ x for all 
x E H. Then we can formulate the approximate problems for n E IN: 
P,> 
Maximize Q, 1 H,: H, -+ R subject to 
(4, g, h) E H, X U,, X V, and 4 + P,K, 4 + P,a(h, K,$) = g. 
We introduce M, := I(#, g, h) E H, x U, x V,: Q t P,K,$ t 
P,a(h, K2#) = g}. First, we establish the following lemma: 
LEMMA 4.1. There exists n, (depending on V, K, , K,, a), such that the 
equation 
$+P,K,$ +P,4kK,$)=g (4) 
is uniquely solvable in H, for all h E V, g E U,, . 
Proof It is enough to show injectivity. If the statement of the lemma is 
not true, there exists a subsequence (nJ and functions tik E H,,k and h, E V 
with I( #J = 1 and #k + Pnr#k + Pnta(h,, K2$,J = 0. There exists subse- 
quences $k - 4 and h, - h. By using essentially the same arguments as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1, it is easily seen that Pnkgk 2 $ and 
Q4WWJ - 0, KzQI). 
Therefore, 4 t K, 4 t a(h, K2#) = 0 and hence 4 = 0 and #k - 0. Again, it 
can be shown that Pn,jk -+ 0 and Pnka(h,, K, #,J -+ 0. Therefore $k + 0, and 
this is impossible since 11 #kll = 1. 
Now we can apply theorem 3.1 to the problem (P,): 
THEOREM 4.1. There exists a n, E N, such that problem (P,) is solvable 
for n>n,. 
Let A* be the optimal value of (P) and A,* be the optimal value of (P,). 
Furthermore, let @ and Qi, denote the sets of optimal solutions of (P) and 
(P,). Theorems 3.1 and 4.1 guarantee that they are not empty for sufficient 
large n. It is our aim to prove the following convergence theorem: 
THEOREM 4.2. Under the assumptions given above, we have 
(i) Af -+A*, 
(ii) Every sequence (4:. g,*, h,*) E Q,, contains a weakly convergent 
subsequence, and every weak limit point lies in Qi. 
Before proving this theorem, let us establish a lemma: 
LEMMA 4.2. The solution operators of the equations 
4 + PA, 4 + f’,a(h, K,9) = g 
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are strongly and weakly continuous on H, x Hf, and uniformly bounded 
with respect to n. Again H’ is a weakly closed subset of A such that 
equation (2) is uniquely solvable for all g E H, h E HC. 
ProoJ The first two statements are trivial applications of Lemma 3.1. 
The uniform boundedness can be proven in a similar manner as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1. If the solution operators are not uniformly bounded, there 
exists a subsequence (n,J and a sequence (#k, g,, h,J E Hnk x Hnk x Hi with 
II 41 G C, IIM G C, but llhll + 00 and ($k, g,, hk) solves the equation 
#k + P,*K, #/( + Pnla(hk, $4J = g,. With ‘i/k = #k/II $klj we consider 
‘//k + P,$, wk + P,@(h,, K, W,> = Sk//j 4k iI* Again f’,$, Wk - K, W and 
a(h,, K, vk) - a(h, K, w) for a pair (v/, h) E H X Ht. Since P,z + z for all 
z E H, it follows from the principle of uniform boundedness that /) P,IJ < p 
for some p > 0. Therefore Pnka(hk, K,vk) is bounded and 
P,ka(hk, K, vk) - r for some subsequence. From this, it follows that 
P,a(h,, K, v/~) = PNPnka(hk, K, vk) - P,,,a(h, K, ty) as k -+ CC and therefore, 
P,,,r = P,a(h, K, w) for all NE N. Then r = a(h, K, y/) and therefore 
Pnka(h,, K, wk) - a(h, K, w) follows. Again, the unique solvability of Eq. (2) 
guarantees that v/ = 0. Similar arguments as in Lemma 3.1 lead to I,U~ -+ 0, 
and this is impossible because (I w,(I = 1. 
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Because of Lemma 4.2 there exists a weakly 
convergent subsequence (@, gz, ht) 2 (#*, g*, h*). Let (#*, g*, h*) be any 
weak limit point of @t, gx, h,*). The arguments of Lemma 4.2 show that 
(#*, g*, h”) E M. Let ($3 b, r;> b e any optimal triple. Let (g,, 6,) E U, X V, 
be a sequence with ($, , k,) + (& 6) and let 6, be the solution of Eq. (4). 
Then it is easily seen that 4, -P $. Then 
and therefore Q@(#*) =A* and 2, * + A* for a subsequence. Hence (ii) is 
proved and (i) follows easily. 
REMARKS 
1. The problem of the continuous dependence of the solution from the 
data can be treated quite similar. For more general approximations and 
perturbations of optimization problems and optimal control problems, see 
Kirsch [8, 91. 
2. It should be mentioned that the whole theory can be considered in the 
space C(T) of continuous functions. The only difficulty appears in 
constructing weakly compact control sets U and V. One simple possibility is 
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to take bounded and closed subsets of {h E C(T) / 1 h(x) - h(y)1 < m Ix - y 1 
for all x, y E r) for a fixed constant m. Because of the theorem of Arcela 
Ascoli those sets are even compact, and we have in Theorem 4.2 strong con- 
vergence. 
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